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Abstract. Rearchitecturing large software systems becomes more and
more complex after years of development and a growing size of the code
base. Nonetheless, a constant adaptation of software in production is
needed to cope with new requirements. Thus, refactoring legacy code requires tool support to help developers performing this demanding task.
Since the code base of legacy software systems is far beyond the size
that developers can handle manually we present an approach to perform
refactoring tasks automatically. In the pattern-based transformation the
abstract syntax tree of a legacy software system is scanned for a particular software pattern. If the pattern is found it is automatically substituted
by a target pattern. In particular, we focus on software refactorings to
move methods or groups of methods and dependent member variables.
The main objective of this refactoring is to reduce the number of dependencies within a software architecture which leads to a less coupled
architecture. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our approach in a case
study.
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1 Introduction
The problem of maintaining legacy software is more relevant than ever since
many companies are facing the problem of adapting their product lines to new
technologies and to short release cycles. During the evolution of software systems
new requirements are brought up and old specifications change. In many cases
the original software has been built by developers who have left the company
years ago. In another scenario, the software architecture has to be reorganized
since design decisions have to be adapted by the current developers who very
often do not have a complete overview of the entire software. Eick et al. denote
this process as code decay [6]. The necessary restructuring or rearchitecturing of
software systems is a cost-intensive and error-prone task with a high risk of failure
when not planned in detail. Some popular software development techniques like
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agile software development or extreme programming try to reduce these risks by
integrating refactoring and restructuring in the development process [2].
In addition to the actual development process, tool support is required to
perform software rearchitecturing tasks especially to minimize risk of errors by
using automated transformations. Modern integrated development environments
(IDEs) support the developer with various transformations (mainly refactorings) or source code generation from user-defined templates (e.g., user interface
builders, code completion). Most tools do not enforce a clean separation of concerns when developing an architecture for a specific design pattern, for instance.
These tasks have to be realized by the developer on his own.
Rauber and Rünger proposed an incremental transformation process which
addresses the problem of restructuring a monolithic business software [14]. This
process consists of three steps which have to be traversed to transform the monolithic legacy software into a distributed and modular software system. In the
first step (extraction phase), the source code of the legacy system is parsed and
transformed into a language independent representation which is called Flexible Software Representation (FSR). The FSR captures all relevant parts of the
code structure (e.g., classes or functions) and their dependencies. Furthermore,
the source code is annotated to uniquely identify constructs of the programming language in the model. In the second step (transformation), the software is
transformed into a high level abstraction layer, preferably using a model driven
approach for refactoring. In the last step (generation), the target code is generated using the annotated legacy source code and iteratively applying the defined
transformation operations from step 2.
Applying the transformation process mentioned above to real legacy software
systems raises several new questions. A very common problem is that the original developer of some code is not known. Thus, it is extremely time-consuming
for other developers to figure out what a piece of code is meant to be doing.
For this reason, we propose a pattern-based transformation process to improve
the software quality automatically. Since quality of source code is hard to measure we rely on software metrics such as code coupling metrics. We consider
a software system as improved when software entities are less coupled. Code
coupling metrics are based on the number of dependencies between software entities. Therefore, removing dependencies between entities can improve the legacy
software since loosely coupled code is easier to modify or to adapt to new requirements.
The proposed automatic transformation process consists of two steps. In
the first step, the code of the legacy software system is scanned for predefined
patterns to identify the bad smells of software design. This pattern is represented
as a graph. The abstract syntax tree (AST) of a legacy program contains the
corresponding call graph. The ASTs are scanned in order to find a pattern match.
If a pattern is found in the graph, a predefined transformation rule is applied to
perform the actual syntax change. It is required that the semantic rules should
stay exactly the same. Since this is hard to prove most transformation rules are
relatively simple but hard to find by hand.
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Fig. 1. Abstraction layers of TransFormr. Upwards: model extraction; sidewards:
model and code transformation; downwards: code generation.

The contribution of this article is a novel pattern-based transformation process for legacy software systems that can help to automatically remove dependencies between entities. This in turn leads to an improved software architecture.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 outlines the incremental
transformation process and describes the toolkit TransFormr which implements this process chain. Furthermore, we describe the information which has
to be captured within the intermediate representation in order to perform a
pattern-based software transformation. Section 3 introduces our automatic approach for software refactoring using pattern-based modifications of ASTs. Its
effectiveness is shown by applying the pattern-based refactoring to an example
project. Section 5 discusses related work and Section 6 concludes the article.

2 Legacy software transformation
2.1 Incremental software transformation
Software systems can be classified into different software categories like numerical
libraries, operating systems, or business software. Each of these classes requires
special strategies and methods in order to perform a software rearchitecturing,
e.g., migrating to new operating systems or integrating new technologies. We
consider the case of monolithic business software systems. Such a business software consists of a single application with several graphical or text-based user
interfaces and a database system. A major goal of our work is to create and
implement a software transformation process which helps to decompose a legacy
software into modules. A modular description of a software makes it possible
to perform all kinds of different transformations, e.g., to port the system to a
distributed platform, to integrate new features, or to substitute several modules
by more efficient implementations.
The software transformation process is divided into three steps [9]. The first
step is the extraction phase in which the legacy code is converted into an abstract
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software model. The structure of the source code is analyzed, e.g., the relationship between classes and methods. Moreover, semantic information (comments,
package information) is extracted if possible and attached to the software model.
The abstract software model is captured using the flexible software representation. The FSR is an intermediate language to express the structure and the
relationships of the source code in a language-independent way. In order to
uniquely identify elements of code, e.g., variables or methods, the source code
gets annotated in the extraction phase. A major challenge of this step is the
categorization of the legacy code into predefined categories such as UI-related
code, business logic code, or database-related code. These categories are helpful
for later transformations and perception of poorly located functionality. This
abstract software model (FSR) enables the software transformation on a higher
abstraction level.
The second step is the transformation phase. Starting with the FSR, multiple transformations of miscellaneous categories can be applied to the software
system. Transformations can vary from simple refactorings (like renaming) to
complex ones, like integrating web services. The transformations can be divided
into the following categories:
– basic transformations: refactorings like rename, move, and create,
– filter transformations: to select certain functionality to be kept in the final
product,
– composite transformations: to relocate functionality onto remote servers,
see [9] for more details.
Applying the transformations incrementally leads to the so-called Target FSR
(TFSR).
In the last step, the generation phase, source code for the target platform is
generated from the TFSR. In this step, it is important to generate and to reuse
as much code as possible to reduce risks of introducing new bugs.
2.2 TransFormr
The toolkit TransFormr [9] supports the incremental transformation process.
The toolkit guides the developer through all phases of the transformation process
(extraction, transformation, generation). Figure 1 depicts the abstraction layers
which are traversed during the transformation process using the TransFormr
toolkit. The source code of the legacy business system is located in the code layer.
The annotated code layer contains the code base enriched with TransFormr
annotations and forms the basis of the higher abstraction layers. The transition
from annotated to executable source code is done by removing all annotation
information. The transformation layer is comprised of abstract syntax trees of the
annotated source code. These ASTs are then traversed and stored into the flexible
software representation which is basically a language-independent description of
the language-dependent ASTs. The FSR is located at the top of the abstraction
model, combines all information about the software system, and holds references
to the source code in order to perform transformation operations.
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All transitions between the described layers are performed with a language
transformation processor (LTP). We chose TXL [3] as LTP to annotate and to
extract the model from the legacy code. It is also used to generate the target
code from the model. TransFormr has also been extended to parse comments
associated with classes, methods, variables, or statements. This semantic information can be used during the model extraction to separate syntactic and
semantic information in the software model.
Most of the transformation operations have to be applied manually by the
software architect, i.e., the developer has to select which refactoring operations
should be executed. In order to support the architect, TransFormr provides
several views on the software, e.g., showing dependencies of a class subset. The
visualizations of the software structure, e.g., class, call, or statement dependency
diagrams, as well as several software metrics can help observing and evaluating
the incremental changes and consequences during the transformation process.
We use Coupling Intensity (CINT) and Coupling Dispersion (CDISP) metrics
[10] as well as metrics of the following collections: Metrics for Object-Oriented
Design (MOOD), Metrics for Object-Oriented Software Engineering (MOOSE),
and Quality Metrics for Object-Oriented Design (QMOOD), summarized in [13].
All are variably adapted to our intermediate software model.
All FSR elements contain links to their extracted semantic information (e.g.,
comments, categorization), for the visualization and transformation. In the generation stage, the information is exported as comments according to comment
guidelines, i.e., it is inserted at the appropriate places in the generated source
code.

3 Pattern-based moving of MemberGroups
The support for detecting and moving some functionality within legacy code
remains a key issue for decoupling software modules. The TransFormr toolkit
addresses this problem by providing a pattern-based search to detect separated
concerns in classes and several ways to move method code and member variables
between classes. Since moving static or global methods and variables around can
be easily done, the present work mainly focuses on relocating member methods
or member variables.
In the following, two major types of move operations of member methods are
considered:
– Delegation copies the header and body of the method into another class
and replaces the old method’s body by a call to the new target method. All
references to the old method stay unmodified.
– Explicit Moving means that in addition to the moving of program code
all references to the method are replaced by an appropriate call to the new
method in the target class.
Both move operations have in common that the signature of the moved
method has to be altered if public methods of the source class are accessed
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class Source {
i n t m( Target t ) {
t . c a l c (. . . ) ;
return t . g e t ( . . . ) ;
}
}

class Source {
}

c l a s s Target {
void c a l c ( . . . )
double g e t ( . . . )
}

c l a s s Target {
i n t m( ) {
c a l c (. . . ) ;
return g e t ( . . . ) ;
}
void c a l c ( . . . )
double g e t ( . . . )
}

c l a s s Another {
Source s ;
Target t ;
void c a l l e r ( ) {
s .m( t ) ;
}
}

c l a s s Another {
Source s ;
Target t ;
void c a l l e r ( ) {
t .m( ) ;
}
}

Fig. 2. Example of moving the method m() into the parameter class Target. Left:
initial class model, right: class model after moving m().

within the method. In that case, a new parameter is added to the method which
passes a reference to the source class. The move operations cannot be performed
if the method to be moved accesses private members of the source class because
they are not accessible from the target class. In that case, the visibility of the
accessed members has to be changed to overcome this problem.
Delegation is often used if the old class tends to be too complex even if the
method is semantically located in the proper class. To reduce complexity and
inner class coupling the functionality is moved into a newly created class which
should not be visible to other classes in the system as they still call the original
method.
If a method is moved explicitly, the functionality of the method should be
inserted into a class which fits best. The main limitation of this operation is that
a reference to the target class is needed wherever the moved method was called
on the source class previously.
A variation of the explicit moving is to make the method a member function
of one of its parameters. This special moving can be applied if the coupling of
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Fig. 3. Broken encapsulation of class Source (outward edges of Target to former
private members of Source).

the method to the parameter class is bigger than to the own class. The following example (Figure 2) demonstrates this case. The method Source:m(Target)
is tightly coupled with class Target because it calls only methods of Target.
Moving m(Target) into class Target is obvious in this case. Additionally, the
parameter t is eliminated and the reference s.m(t) is replaced with t.m() in
class Another. This procedure is applicable in all cases and is automatically done
by IDEs, like Eclipse or NetBeans, for trivial cases like the example above. If the
method which should be moved contains dependencies to other members, like
the use of a private member variable, the refactoring engines of the IDEs fail or
break encapsulation by rising the visibility of private variables (see Figure 3).
To address these problems, we propose a refactoring strategy which helps to
detect groups of methods and member variables which have the same concerns
and to move these groups between classes. We introduce the term MemberGroup
to denote such a group. A MemberGroup consists of exactly one public method
that can access other private members (methods or member variables) of the
same class which are not used by other methods. MemberGroups often occur if a
method’s task is split into sub-tasks that are implemented by a couple of private
methods and use private member variables of the parent class. If we want to
move the public method of the MemberGroup, it is useful to move all members
(the public method and all accessed private members) of the MemberGroup to
capture the whole concern. In this paper, we primarily consider members which
are not inherited from superclasses, overridden by child classes, or implement
methods of an interface. The preconditions for moving those members are not
affected by the architectural constraints of the class design.
Based on the description, we propose a strategy that supports the patternbased transformation process.
1. Build a software model (FSR) of the legacy system with the toolkit TransFormr.
2. Search for MemberGroups inside of the classes with graph patterns on the
FSR of the software.
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Fig. 4. Left: Example of strong class coupling which can be reduced by moving
MemberGroup (m(Target), b(), var). Right: Class dependencies after moving the
MemberGroup.

3. For each MemberGroup: Present possibilities to move the MemberGroup and
indicators for each one.
a) Move into parameter class: Class coupling of MemberGroup is bigger to
parameter class than to original class.
b) Delegate MemberGroup: Could be used if the public method implements
or extends an existing one.
c) Explicit move: The class coupling to another class is bigger than to the
original class.
4. Validate preconditions and apply the transformations on the software model.
To move a MemberGroup with delegation (3b) or explicitly (3c), manual
interaction is necessary to obtain the reference to the target class in each class
in which the MemberGroup is used. In case of (3a) the strategy can be performed
fully automated and used to reduce the Class Coupling in order to improve the
understandability and maintainability of a legacy system (see Section 4).
Code metrics are used to indicate the usefulness of moving a MemberGroup
to some target class. The metrics are based on the number of outward and inward
edges in the call dependency graph. The Coupling Intensity (CINT) [10] metric
is defined as the number of distinct method calls from a given method (outward
edges). The Coupling Dispersion (CDISP) is defined as the number of classes in
which a method is called (number of inward edges) divided by CINT.
Based on the ideas of [10] we introduce indicators to find target classes for
MemberGroups.
– Move into a parameter class Cp if the MemberGroup has more than one edge
to Cp . If more than one class is available, use the class with the highest number
of edges from the MemberGroup to Cp .
– Move the MemberGroup into the class with the highest CDISP value and:
– Use delegation if the MemberGroup is semantically correct placed but in a
too complex or oversized class or if the public method of the MemberGroup
implements or extends an existing one;
– Otherwise use explicit moving.
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Table 1. Code metrics for the MemberGroup (m(Target), b(), var).
Class CINT CDISP Inward Edges
Target
Another

2
0

0
-

0
1

Automatic moving of a MemberGroup is not always possible, e.g., if the public
method of the MemberGroup implements an interface method. In such a scenario,
the developer can be supported by presenting call dependency diagrams with
depicted MemberGroups and indicators for target classes in order to perform
the code change manually.

4 Experimental analysis
In this section, we propose an example of moving a MemberGroup into a parameter class applying the strategy described in the previous section. Figure 4
depicts an example of strongly coupled classes on the left hand side. The coupling can be removed by moving the MemberGroup (m(Target), b(), var) to
the parameter class Target. An indicator for moving the MemberGroup, is the
number of outward edges from the MemberGroup to other classes (two edges to
class Target vs. no edges to Source and Another).
When we apply the strategy described in Section 3 to the example in Figure 4,
the graph search finds the MemberGroup pattern (m(Target), b(), var) in
class Source. In order to find possible target classes into which the MemberGroup
can be moved several metrics are calculated, summarized in Table 1. Based on
the calculated metrics and the number of inward and outward edges of the
MemberGroup, we suggest Target as target class because of CINT(Target)=2
and since Target is a parameter of method m(Target).
The result of moving the MemberGroup into Target is shown in Figure 4
(right). The major improvement after moving the MemberGroup is the decoupling of the classes Source and Target. This coupling improvement can be measured with the class coupling metric (CC) of the MOOD metrics set [1]. Class
coupling metric is defined as the ratio of the sum of the class pair couplings
c(Ci , Cj ) and the overall number of class pairs in a system of n classes. The
coupling c(Ci , Cj ) = 1 if there is a dependency between Ci and Cj (method call
or variable), otherwise 0.
Pn Pn
CC =

i=1

j=1,i6=j
n2 − n

c(Ci , Cj )

The use of the metric in the example results in the following improvement in
the class coupling metric:
For legacy applications a lower coupling is desired since a higher coupling
increases complexity, reduces encapsulation and potential reuse, and limits understandability and maintainability [1].
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CC
before moving MemberGroup
after moving MemberGroup

3
6
2
6

= 0.5
= 0.33

In a separate study we decomposed the source code of the Apache Jakarta
project JMeter1 (809 classes, 70 kLOC) into MemberGroups. A total of 206 of
these MemberGroups with exactly one public method and at least one private
member were found. Due to the fact that the detected MemberGroups have
to match certain constraints the proposed class transformation could not be
applied. Sample constraints of such a transformation are: (a) all classes which
hold a reference to the source class also have to hold a reference to the target
class, or (b) all methods within a MemberGroup must not be part of an interface.
Even though no target class could be found for this particular case, the study
shows that TransFormr can be used to decompose a software project into
MemberGroups and that it checks the necessary constraints to apply particular
transformations.

5 Related work
The use of patterns is a fundamental principle of software engineering. In contrast
to our work, in which we try to exploit design patterns of the legacy software,
it is also suitable to use patterns when building a software architecture from
scratch. A pattern-based approach for the development of a software architecture is presented in [5]. The main idea of this work is to break down the software
design problem into several subproblems and to apply a software pattern (called
pattern frames) to solve the subproblems. This makes it possible to change certain design decisions during the evolution of the software by, e.g., instantiating
a different design pattern for the implementation of a subproblem.
Fowler et al. introduced many refactorings and design patterns for objectoriented languages as solutions for common mistakes in code style in order to
make the software easier to understand and cheaper to modify [8]. The proposed manual changes in the software design are supported by tests to verify
the correctness of the software. Other work describes the need for automatic
support during refactoring and restructuring tasks but also state the limits and
drawbacks of full automated restructuring (e.g., untrustworthy comments, meaningless identifier names) [12].
As in our approach, metrics can be used to suggest possible target classes
to move functionality [7]. In contrast to our work, the authors move only single
methods and present an Eclipse plug-in to detect code that suggests refactorings
(bad smells) in Java projects. Based on a distance metric between classes and
methods the plug-in suggests methods to move if the distance to another class
is lower than to the original class. The authors applied their approach to two
1

http://jakarta.apache.org/jmeter/
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projects mentioned in [8], and conclude that the plug-in was able to detect a great
amount of bad smells which Fowler et al. suggested for these projects as well.
Thus, distance or coupling metrics can help to detect misplaced methods [11].
A reengineering methodology for a given software is proposed in [4]. It consists of three steps: create a source code representation (Program Representation
Graph (PRG)), transform this representation, and generate target code. The approach defines orthogonal code categories with a concern (user interface (UI),
business logic, or data), roles (definition, action, and validation), and controls as
connectors between concerns. The categorization process is mainly driven by the
categorization of a set of base classes into the concerns (e.g., GUI library classes)
followed by a categorization of variables, attributes, and procedures which use
the already categorized set. Based on the categorized PRG the authors outline a
general move method transformation to detect methods with different concerns
in order to separate UI code from data access code.

6 Conclusions
In this article, we have presented a novel approach to perform automated transformations of legacy software. The main goal of the proposed procedure is to
support developers by changing the software architecture of a legacy system.
We focus on obtaining a better separation of concerns by removing class dependencies automatically. The transformation procedure works as follows: The
developer defines or selects a legacy software pattern. This pattern represents a
dependency graph. The legacy software is searched for occurrences of this pattern. If the legacy pattern is found a pre-defined target pattern is inserted. As
example pattern the MemberGroup move pattern was introduced. A MemberGroup consists of the publicly accessible class method and its dependent private
member methods and class members. An algorithm is presented which finds
MemberGroups in a legacy system and suggests appropriate target classes based
on code coupling metrics. An experimental evaluation shows by example how
legacy code can be improved if the proposed transformation method is applied.
To justify this pattern-based refactoring process, it is also shown that the legacy
patterns considered here can actually be detected in real world software systems.
In future work, we plan to extend the MemberGroup move pattern to capture
more functional concerns in legacy software. One possible enhancement could be
to weaken the restrictions on the visibility of the group members, e.g., dependent
methods could also have a public modifier. Another possible pattern could be to
identify multiple dependent public methods, e.g., getter and setter functions.
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